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Flight Controllers
Daniel Milz and Dr. Gertjan Looye†
DLR German Aerospace Center, Institute of System Dynamics and Control, 82234 Wessling, Germany
Reinforcement learning based methods could be feasible of solving adaptive optimal control
problems for nonlinear dynamical systems. This work presents a proof of concept for applying
reinforcement learning based methods to robust and adaptive flight control tasks. A framework
for designing and examining these methods is introduced by means of the open research civil
aircraft model (RCAM) and optimality criteria. A state-of-the-art robust flight controller - the
incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) controller - serves as a reference controller.
Two intelligent control methods are introduced and examined. The deep deterministic policy
gradient (DDPG) controller is selected as a promising actor critic reinforcement learning
method that currently gains much attraction in the field of robotics. In addition, an adaptive
version of a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, the PID neural network (PIDNN)
controller, is selected as the second method. The results show that all controllers are able to
control the aircraft model. Moreover, the PIDNN controller exhibits improved reference
tracking if a good initial guess of its weights is available. In turn, the DDPG algorithm is
able to control the nonlinear aircraft model while minimizing a multi-objective value function.
This work provides insight into the usability of selected intelligent controllers as flight control
functions as well as a comparison to state-of-the-art flight control functions.

I. Introduction

Modern flight control strives for resilience, where control functions are retained despite occurring errors [1–3].
Major steps in this direction are robust and adaptive control. Together with optimal control, these form the basis of
modern control theory where the ultimate goal seems to be an optimal and resilient control law.
Current flight control systems still revert back to basic modes in case of system malfunction or failures, or changes
in aircraft behavior [4, 5]. In these cases, the controller reverts and gives back control authority to the pilot [6]. This
implies increased dependencies on the pilot and workload for him. Ongoing research tries to overcome this issue by
means of control reconfiguration, i.e. the adaptation of flight controllers to new circumstances [3, 7].
Contrary to the concept of decoupled control by means of linear, scheduled controllers, more and more efforts are
being made to develop multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) and nonlinear controllers [2, 8–11]. Adaptive flight
control, which can safely handle unexpected events, is a growing field of research [2, 12]. Previous approaches there are
mostly based on the concept of indirect adaptive control, where a continuous system identification updates a dynamics
model that us used inside a continuously updated optimal controller. A lot of research in this context has been done
on nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI) in combination with an online system identification [2, 13, 14]. This approach
allows to handle changing system dynamics by updating an inverse model. With the introduction of incremental NDI
(INDI), another step towards resilient control has been done [15–17], by further reducing the dependency on the system
dynamics as shown in flight tests [7, 18]. Alternative concepts include direct adaptive control, where attempts are made
to find an optimal control for the current conditions without a dedicated system identification [19, 20]. However, for
nonlinear systems these adaptive control approaches may become very complex. One promising method to tackle such
problems is reinforcement learning [21–24]. There, an attempt is made to iteratively find a control concept that meets
certain optimality criteria.
Reinforcement learning and artificial intelligence is quickly evolving into a key instrument in control engineering.
Although the idea of using intelligent control functions in terms of flight control function sounds promising, it was
previously mostly applied in robotics or on high level functionalities like vision based object detection [25]. Until now,
research regarding machine learning based control algorithms in terms of flight control functions [19, 20, 26] is scarce.
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The basic idea behind reinforcement learning algorithms is inspired by behaviorist psychology: An agent interacts
with its environment and iteratively learns the best or appropriate behavior through a reward and penalty optimization
[27]. The fundamental procedure of reinforcement learning is illustrated in Fig. 1. In other words, for a given set of
Agent
at = ⇡(st )
New state st+1

Reward rt+1

Action at

Environment
st+1 = f (st , at )
Fig. 1 Basic theory of reinforcement learning represented by an agent that interacts with a given environment
by commanding actions based on the received reward and state.
possible states S and actions A, an agent tries to optimize its policy ⇡ : S ! A. A policy ⇡ is the strategy (or pattern)
according to which the agent acts and chooses its next action. In general, the policy is iteratively updated (learned) by
the agent. The policy is either defined in a stochastic manner as the probability of a state-action-pair (Eq. (1)), or as a
deterministic policy that maps the current state to the preferred action (Eq. (2)). The respective definitions are given as:
⇡(a|s) = P(at = a|st = s)

⇡ : S ⇥ A ! [0, 1] ⇢ R,

⇡ : st 2 S ! at 2 A

(1)
(2)

with respect to an action at at time t concerning the current state st . In the scope of this work, deterministic policies are
used. The learning relies on the maximization of a reward that is returned from the environment and depends on the
current state and applied action. This can also be seen vice versa as the minimization of a loss or cost function as it is
mostly done in optimal control. When experiencing a certain reward, the state-action-reward-tuple is used to improve
the policy regarding the reward.
This article shows the design and validation of intelligent flight controllers on a nonlinear flight dynamics model.
More precisely, the PIDNN and DDPG controller are designed and compared by means of the RCAM benchmark model.
An INDI controller serves as a reference for comparison. This is intended to provide new insights on the practicability
of reinforcement learning based methods for flight control
Therefore, design and validation criteria for intelligent (flight) control systems are introduced in Sect. II. The RCAM
benchmark on robust flight control is described in Sect. III. Based on this, two intelligent flight controllers are designed
in Sect. IV. We clarify by means of the results (Sect. V) in what way machine learning controllers may be advantageously
applied in flight control tasks. For this, we compare the intelligent controllers with a state-of-the-art flight controller by
means of the benchmark in Sect. V.

II. Design and validation criteria for intelligent control systems

For classical control methods, numerous design and validation criteria exist [28]. Classical flight control functions
are designed to control aircraft dynamics by means of stabilization, damping poles, improving reference tracking et
cetera. In contrast, there is no such thing for reinforcement learning concepts, especially neural-network based ones.
This motivates the definition of new design and validation criteria for intelligent control methods. Ideally, a direct
equivalent to the known criteria is desirable. However, for the moment no elaborated equivalent to classical criteria
exists. In order to formulate these criteria, the characteristics of reinforcement learning are taken into account, i.e. the
iterative optimization of a policy to satisfy the objective and minimize the loss. A loss or cost function is hence needed
in order to form a validation and a design criterion for reinforcement learning control methods.
A. General design and validation criteria for intelligent control systems
An essential method for rating the control performance is a value function [29]. This value function J : Rn ! R is
introduced to rate the control performance quantitatively. For the assessment, a well-grounded selection of the rated
2

variables and the corresponding parameters is essential. An established method for control systems is to look at the
tracking error e 2 Rm as well as the actuation energy that is directly related to the control input u 2 Rn m [29]. The
tracking error e is calculated as follows:
e = r yr
(3)
with the reference signal r 2 Rm and the corresponding model outputs yr 2 Rm . These criteria are assessed over a
period of time, i.e. from t0 until tend , via integration or summation. Therefore, parameters a1, ..., an 2 R are required in
order to normalize, scale or weight each variable. The aim of a controller is then to minimize this value function J. A
common value function for reinforcement learning is to use the weighted sum of the error distances and the control
effort:
J=

πtend
t0

kek 2Q

+

kuk 2R

πtend
dt =
eT Qe + uT Ru dt

(4)

t0

where Q 2 Rm⇥m and R 2 R(m n)⇥(m n) are the weighting matrices w.r.t. the tracking error or the actuation. Eq. (4) is
similar to the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design objective described in [30]. In many cases, the weighting of
couplings, i.e. non-diagonal entries in the weighting matrices, is not needed or unclear. Therefore, Q and R often
reduce to diagonal matrices diag(a1, ..., am ) and diag(am+1, ..., an ). In this case, J can also be written as follows:
J=

π

t0

m
tend ’
i=1

ai · ei2 +

n’
m
i=1

am+i · ui2 dt

(5)

B. Aircraft-specific design and validation criteria
Depending on the desired control goals plenty of possible value functions exist. For standard fixed wing aircraft
configurations, aircraft dynamics can be assumed as decoupled in the longitudinal and lateral movement plane. For
longitudinal dynamics, the control objective for example could be to track a specific flight path angle or pitch angle ✓
and velocity V, while reducing thrust T and elevator deflection E . Due to the cascading of various controllers inside a
flight control system, another common objective is to track the pitch rate q. Here, the commanded signal is the output of
a previous controller that transfers e.g. the flight path tracking error to a desired pitch rate command. In the scope of
this work, a tracking of ✓ will be the aim. Lateral dynamics often aim at tracking the roll angle and minimizing the
side slip angle . This can mostly be realized by using ailerons A and the rudder R . In the inner loop, the roll rate p is
commonly tracked. A tracking of will be done in this work.

III. Benchmark

For reinforcement learning, the OpenAI Gym [31] is a common benchmark. However, these models often lack
physical near control tasks and flight control specific environments. This motivates the definition of a custom benchmark
model and scenario.
A. Research Civil Aircraft Model
The GARTEUR Action Group on Robust Flight Control drafted a design challenge on a benchmark problem from
1995 to 1996. This RCAM problem is based on the automatic landing of a large, modern cargo aircraft and aims on
testing and benchmarking novel methods on robust flight control. The contributions to these design challenges are
collected in [32]. The RCAM model is based on the non-linear rigid-body aircraft equations of motion and is therefore
chosen as the model for the reinforcement learning control benchmark.
B. Nonlinear Rigid-Body Aircraft Equations of Motion
The RCAM model is a 6 degrees of freedom model governing the following state vector:
x = [p, q, r, , ✓, , u, v, w, x, y, z]T

(6)

with the yaw rate r, pitch angle ✓, yaw angle . The velocities in north-east-down (NED) coordinated are denoted as u,
v and w respectively. Furthermore, the current position resolved in NED axis are denoted as x, y and z. The input
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vector is given as:

u=[

(7)

T
A, E , R , T 1, T 2 ]

with the rudder deflection R and the throttle of the left and right engine, T 1 and T 2 respectively.
The aircraft has a total mass of 120 000 kg and a trimmed airspeed of 80 m s 1 , see [33] for the corresponding
derivation. A more detailed description and explanation of the nonlinear rigid-body equations of motion for the RCAM
model can be found in [34].
C. Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
In order to compare the intelligent flight control functions, a non-learning flight controller is designed as a reference
based on the incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) approach. An INDI controller is chosen. The derivation
of the according control laws can be found in [15], and the controller is implemented according to [7]. For a given
over-actuated system
x€ = f (x) + G (x) · u
y = h (x)

(8)
(9)

the INDI control law is given as:
u ⇡ (rG(x0 ))
u = u0 + u

1

(⌫

x€ 0 )

(10)
(11)

where rG(x0 ) denotes the Jacobian of the the function G at the current state x0 , ⌫ the pseudo control command
representing the desired state derivative, u0 the current control command applied to the system and u the new control
command for the system.
D. Benchmark Scenario
The benchmark consists of four scenarios. For the first one ideal circumstances apply, i.e. no disturbances and
noise like wind and turbulence are present. In the second one, a Gaussian distributed noise with a mean µ = 1 and
variance 2 = 0.05 is multiplied to the plant’s output signal. The third scenario introduces uncertainties to the model.
In this case, the lift coefficient w.r.t. the angle of attack ↵, CL,↵ , and the pitch moment w.r.t. ↵, CM ,↵ , are changed to
1.3 · CL,↵ and 0.7 · CM ,↵ . The choice of those two parameters is based on the circumstance that these are in general
hard to estimate. The last scenario is a combination of both non-ideal cases. With these scenarios a basic rating of the
controllers robustness can be done.
The benchmark maneuver was defined as two overlapping doublets for and ✓ as shown in Fig. 2. The magnitude
of the different steps was set to 0.3 rad ⇡ 17.2 deg for the lateral movement and 0.15 rad ⇡ 8.6 deg for the longitudinal
one. This was done in order to identify the controllers step response and corresponding characteristics. Furthermore,
the coupling of longitudinal and lateral dynamics can be investigated, e.g. at time 5s, 15s or 30s.
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The benchmark maneuver consists of two overlapping doublets for the roll angle
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and pitch angle ✓.

IV. Advanced intelligent control methods

In the field of reinforcement learning, Q-Learning represents one basic concepts [35]. Q-Learning algorithms are
able to learn an optimal control policy in a discrete action and state space. Discrete Q-learning is incapable of handling
continuous control problems. Deep Q-Network (DQN) [36], promise to overcome this issue by using neural networks.
There have already been great achievements with DQN [36–38]. In 2015, Lillicrap et al. published the DDPG algorithm
[39] that is inspired by DQN. This reinforcement learning algorithm is capable of handling continuous state and action
spaces, as well as high dimensional and non-linear dynamics. The DDPG further is a deterministic reinforcement
learning method [39]. Due to those properties, the DDPG is well suited for the application as a flight control algorithm.
Another approach of bringing intelligent control methods into flight control is using artificial intelligence based
versions of classical controllers. For instance, there is the PIDNN controller [40–42]. This controller is inspired by and
based on the PID controller but consists of learning neurons that imitate the PID behaviour. The adaptation to new
circumstances allows the usage on nonlinear and time-varying systems.
Representatively for intelligent control methods, we examine the PIDNN and DDPG. Both aim at the minimization
of a given value function. While the PIDNN minimizes the tracking error, the DDPG algorithm aims at minimizing an
arbitrary value function. The DDPG can be considered as an optimal control method. In the scope of this section, both
algorithms are introduced and implemented for the benchmark.
A. PID Neural Network
PIDNN is an approach of combing PID control with biology-inspired neuronal networks to handle time-delayed
linear systems, nonlinear systems, complex and vague systems [42]. A PIDNN controller consists of three layers filled
with P, I and D neurons in a predefined structure shown in Fig. 3. The neurons behavior is inspired by neurological
insights of various neuron models [41]. The neuronal weights are adjusted online by means of the backpropagation
algorithm, which leads to the self-learning characteristic of the PIDNN [41]. The learning objective is to minimize the
tracking error. In general, a PIDNN is a single-input-single-output (SISO) controller that can be extended to a MIMO
controller, see [40, 43].
r(t)

x1 P
w13

w11
w12

x€2 I

w21
y(t

1)

x2 P

x€1 P

w22
w23

x€3 D

w1
w2

x‹1 P

v(t)

SYSTEM

y(t)

w3

z

1

Fig. 3 2-3-1 structure of a PIDNN with the reference signal r(t) at time t, the output y(t), the control command
v(t) and the internal weights w.
Each neuron is defined by its input u(t) 2 R and output x(t) 2 R at time t, whereas u(t) equals the weighted sum of
all neurons inputs for neurons with multiple inputs. Thus, for a neuron in layer l the following formula for its input
ul (t) 2 R with the weights matrix W l 1,l 2 R1⇥nl 1 holds:
ul (t) = W l,l

1

· x l 1 (t)

(12)

The different neuron types have different activation functions. For the sake of clarity, the input and outputs are denoted
as ui (t) and xi (t) with i 2 {P, I, D} according to their neuron type. The activation functions are defined as:
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(13)

with xi (t 1) being the neuron output at the previous time step and ui (t 1) as neuron input at the previous time step
(i 2 {P, I, D}). Aim of PIDNN is to minimize the value function by applying weight update terms. The value function J
is defined according to Sect. II as:
J=

N
’
t=1

ket k 22 =

N
1 ’
(r(t)
N t=1

y(t))2

(14)

with the error term et = r(t) y(t) at sample t, the desired system output (reference) r(t), the real system output
(feedback) y(t) and N as the number of samples. Let ⌘ denote the learning rate, then minimization can be achieved by
applying the following weight update in the last layer ( x€i ! x‹1, 8i):
wi (n + 1) = wi (n)

N 
@J
2 ’
y(t)
⌘·
⇡ wi (n) + ⌘ · ·
et ·
@wi
N t=1
v(t)

y(t
v(t

1)
· x€i (t)
1)

(15)

1)
· w j · xi (t)
1)

(16)

And the corresponding weight update in the former layer (xi ! x€ j , 8i, j):
’
@J
⌘·
⇡ wi j (n) + ⌘ ·
@wi j
t=1
N

wi j (n + 1) = wi j (n)
with

i (t)

=



j (t)

·

x€ j (t)
u€ j (t)

x€ j (t
u€ j (t

@J
@wi .

Implementation of the PIDNN Controller. The PIDNN algorithm is implemented according to the previous
description with a slight modification to fit the desired use of online tuning. This is done by not updating the weights
w.r.t. to the last N samples or more general to N random samples but by updating the weights iteratively with the current
state and action tuple. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram structure of the forward and backpropagation path of the PIDNN.
The learning rate of the weights ⌘ is set to 10 8 . A single PIDNN controller is used as a transfer function of the current
and desired rate p or q to the commanded actuator deflection. The rate values are a direct output of the model. The
desired value is created by an outer loop controller transferring the error of the current attitude through a proportional
element to the desired rate value. Furthermore, a reference model filtering the attitude command is used. The reference
model is implemented as a PT2 element and parametrized according to the model bandwidths.
B. Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
The DDPG has proven to be suited for a wide range of control problems [39]. DDPG is inspired by DQN [36], but
allows the use of continuous action and state spaces. DDPG is an actor-critic method [44] with two neural networks
representing the policy (Actor) and value function (Critic) and two additional neural networks as target networks. Fig 5
shows the layout and interaction of an actor-critic agent with its environment. The target network weights are updated in
the same direction as the primary network but slower. This is done to prevent the system from becoming unstable due to
oscillatory changes in the value prediction [39]. The actor predicts an action based on the state given as input, while the
critic predicts the value of the current state-action tuple. Since just the actual (desired) reward is available from the
environment, and not the best possible action, the actor is updated using the gradient of the critics value prediction with
respect to the action.
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Actor-Critic architecture as described in [44].
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Implementation of the DDPG Algorithm. The DDPG algorithm is implemented using the open source machine
learning library TensorFlow [45]. The DDPG is made up of an actor and a critic network. Both networks are
implemented according to [39], with slight modifications to fit the aimed use. The most notable modification is the
exchange of the first dense, fully connected layer with a recurrent layer in order to include dynamical behavior into
the network. Furthermore, the output saturation is moved from the network to the model in order to prevent possible
vanishing gradients. The remaining control structure is similar to the PIDNN one. The value function being iteratively
optimized by the DDPG controller is an essential tuning parameter. Thus a lot of effort can be put into the selection of
this function - here denoted as dJ(t). For this benchmark dJ is defined as:

This can be flattened to:

2 q
6
6
dJ(t) = 6
6
6 E
4

dJ(t) = 1.0 · (q

qref 37
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7
E
7
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E ,cmd 5

2

,
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qref )2 + 0.1 · (

21.0
6
6
Q=60
6
60
4

E)

2

+ 0.5 ·

0
0.1
0

E

0 37
7
07
7
0.575

E ,cmd

(17)

2

(18)

The first term in Eq. (18) is the main term forcing the controller to track q. The second term minimize the applied
actuation energy. By choosing the weight smaller than the tracking error weight, the priority is set to track the reference.
The last term penalizes unrealistic command signals, for example commands outside the actuator limit or its bandwidth.
The latter terms are also crucial to avoid oscillating or bang-bang control signals.
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V. Evaluation Results

The designed controllers are examined by means of the benchmark scenarios defined in Sect. III.
A. PID Neural Network Controller
Figure 6a and Figure 6b show the performance of the PIDNN controller when initializing its weights with the final
weights of a randomly-initialized training run.
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Fig. 6 Combined simulation results of the PIDNN controller on the different scenarios (ideal, with model
uncertainties, with noise, with model uncertainties and noise)
The lateral movement plotted in Fig. 6a is smooth and has figuratively no overshoots. However, the roll angle did
not settle to the desired value at time 30 s to 40 s. This is owed to a previous wrong weight update where the update
process went into a local minimum. The observed behavior comes most likely from a too weak integrative or too strong
derivative behavior. When looking at the actuator signal of the PIDNN shown in Fig.7 a smooth trend can be seen. The
utilized actuator signal is small and suggests minimal actuation energy. This shows that the controller did not tend to
oscillatory or bang-bang control behavior.
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Fig. 7 Aileron actuator deflections for the different controllers including the commanded and measured aileron
deflection of the DDPG.
The longitudinal movement shown in Fig. 6b does show a slight constant offset. This is most likely owed to the
same reason as previously described. Thus local optimization minima seem to be an issue of the PIDNN controller. The
9

settling takes place in a few seconds (circa 4 s each) with an overshoot of around 1° to 2° depending on the scenario.
This shows that the PIDNN controller is able to handle uncertain dynamics and noise, but with a slight performance
impact.
The major insight was that a good initial value for the weights is needed. Otherwise, the controller was not constantly
stable.
Furthermore, the result suggests to consider the PIDNN controller as a worthy alternative to the classical linear PID
controller when applied to non-linear models. More information on this is stated in [46].
B. DDPG Controller
Fig. 8a and 8b show the lateral and longitudinal movement of the benchmark aircraft when using the DDPG controller
according to the previous section. In Fig. 8 can be seen that the responses to the different scenarios hardly differ. This
finding suggests that the controller is hardly affected by model uncertainties and noise.
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Fig. 8 Combined simulation results of the DDPG controller on the different scenarios (ideal, with model
uncertainties, with noise, with model uncertainties and noise)
The lateral case shows that the DDPG is capable of stably tracking the doublet. Thus, a proof of function can be
made. However, the results show oscillatory transient behavior. This trend is present in all scenarios suggesting a trained
behavior. This behavior can occur if the optimization get stuck in a local minima and no longer improves. Further
research on this is still needed in order to reliably bypass this error. When considering Fig. 7 and the minimized actuator
energy applied during this benchmark, one possible cause could be the trade-off between minimizing the tracking error
and the actuation. The DDPG controller does not overutilize the actuator but is trying to minimize the actuator load.
Synoptically, the DDPG controller showed a stable reference tracking with minimal actuation energy in the lateral
movement.
Figure 8b shows the longitudinal movement with an overshoot of around 5° in all scenarios around time 15 s. This
finding indicates that this error is again owed to a faulty training. The actuator command there exceeded and stopped too
late. This is probably due to the steep flak in the commanded signal. Besides this overshoot, no notable outliers can be
identified. In the further trend, the ✓ signal tracks the command well.
The DDPG algorithm especially convinced through capability of minimizing a multi-objective value function.
Although the PIDNN controller is able to handle non-linear systems as well, it is designed to minimize the tracking
error, whereas the objective of the DDPG controller has to be specified by the designer. This may lead to a better overall
performance.
C. Comparison
An overview on how each controller performed at the benchmark test is given in Fig. 9. The results are again
separated into lateral and longitudinal movements. The scenario that is shown in this figure is the ideal one, since the
fundamental trend is similar for all scenarios within one controller. Additionally, the results of using INDI control are
plotted for comparison and as a non-learning reference controller. The reference controller shows best performance,
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except the coupling of the lateral and longitudinal movement at time 15s.
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In the lateral case (Fig. 9a) all controllers exhibit a working proof of concept. The lateral command could be
tracked in a stable manner in all cases. The INDI and PIDNN both show an better overall performance than the
DDPG controller which exhibits oscillatory behavior throughout the simulation. The DDPG controller had constantly
oscillating movement which makes the controller worse. Nevertheless, these issues could possibly be overcome by
improving the training and the value function and adapting the neural networks and hyperparameters. The proof of
function could be provided by all controllers.
For the longitudinal case (Fig. 9b), the results were comparable to the lateral case. Both, INDI and PIDNN, showed
mostly similar behavior. The DDPG showed a good performance without oscillatory behavior, but with an overshoot.
When looking at the actuator signal represented by the aileron deflection in Fig. 7 it can be seen, that the designed
INDI controller utilizes the actuator the most. The DDPG and PIDNN show similar results regarding the actuation.
They also issue relatively smooth actuator commands since the actuator dynamics are taken into account.

VI. Conclusion and Outlook

The results show that all compared control methods are able to control the benchmark model. A proof of function
could thus be completed for both intelligent flight control algorithms.
The PIDNN turned out as a learning alternative to the well-established PID controller. Its main advantage lies in the
fact that the PIDNN controller is adapting online to changing dynamics. However, these changes have to be slow in
comparison to the PIDNN update rate to be handled well. Furthermore, it is important to initialize the weights with a
good initial value in order to have stable behavior. This can either be realized with a preceding run or by translating PID
parameters into PIDNN weights. These prerequisite are fulfilled. The results show that the PIDNN controller initialized
with a well-grounded initial parameter setting quickly adapts to a reference signal with less errors. Finally, the learning
process tends to run into local minima. This issue can be seen in the training runs and should be investigated in more
detail.
The DDPG controller showed primarily a good control performance. Although the achieved results are worse
compared to the other approaches, a proof of function was successfully performed. The controller handles uncertainties
and noise with hardly no performance loss. However, Beyond this first study, this approach seems to be promising for
further research, yielding improved performance.
The two intelligent controllers show that artificial intelligence methods may influence future flight control functions.
Furthermore, it has to be noted that those two control functions do not represent the whole field of intelligent controllers.
There are many more alternatives that have to be tested in order to find a well-fitting future control method. Especially
methods from the field of dynamic programming seem to be promising as well. Nevertheless, the results show that the
selected controllers are feasible of stably controlling a nonlinear aircraft model.
Future research could continue to explore alternative intelligent control approaches for the use as flight controllers.
Furthermore, more research on promising reinforcement learning controllers can be conducted including well-grounded
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robustness analysis, flight tests, and should also investigate the performance gain after optimizing the selected control
functions. It is also worth to put more effort in researching the PIDNN controller as a PID alternative that adapts to new
environmental conditions and improves uncertainty and failure handling.
Reinforcement learning methods will be a future focus of research in the institute, particularly w.r.t. fault tolerant
and robust control, with the ultimate goal of flight testing.
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